
AUTHOR VISIT 
 
Susan Beattie, former PB County teacher, and author of “LUKE’S STORY” and “LUKE’S ADVENTURE SERIES” will be speaking at your 
child’s school on __________________________ 
Sometimes accompanied by Luke, she shares details about her books. Susan discusses the responsibilities of pet ownership, animal 
rescue, adoption, and conservation of wildlife and habitats.  
 
If you would like to PRE-ORDER books (at a DISCOUNTED PRICE) for your child, please fill out 
the form below and have your child return it to his/her teacher BEFORE the presentation date 
with cash or check payable to PALM BEACH ISLAND PUBLISHING LLC. Books will be signed by 
Susan and delivered within 1-2 weeks from presentation date.  
 
Teacher’s Name: _______________________________ 
 
Student’s Name: _______________________________ (please print first name clearly) 
 
Parent Name ______________________ Parent email address__________________________                                                              
          *This email address will only be used to notify parents when new books are released 
 
LUKE’S ADVENTURE SERIES (SUMMARY) 
 
Luke is a rescue dog. After surviving abandonment and illness, he wears a signature red tie to greet customers in the seaside jewelry 
store owned by Greg, the young jeweler who adopted him. Luke observes the many customers who come into the store to purchase 
gemstones and some who bring in heirloom jewelry for repairs. Luke and Greg attend special events in their seaside town and often 
take walks along the beautiful Lake Trail. On their days off, they go on fishing trips, visit state parks, or observe animals in wildlife 
sanctuaries. Luke is curious and imaginative.  
 
Luke’s real life experiences portrayed above are featured at the beginning of each book. These experiences result in dream sequences 
in which he travels with Greg, sometimes to other countries and time periods where the people and animals reappear in his dreams. 
 
 Luke learns about the history of jewelry from primitive times when jewelry was made from bits of bone, shells, and gleaming rocks. 
He learns that gemstones come from Mother Earth. He witnesses the magical connection between humans, animals, and the healing 
aspect of gemstones throughout cultures for centuries. Luke learns the customs and traditions of indigenous people throughout the 
world. 
 
Luke and Greg encounter HEROES, the people young and old who PROTECT WILDLIFE and HABITATS on each continent. Luke and 
Greg also help to expose the illegal hunters, poachers, traffickers, and habitat destroyers who are forcing some animals into 
extinction.  
 
Readers of LUKE’S ADVENTURE SERIES learn COMPASSION for the people and animals who live in our fragile and fascinating world. 
 
Through the human-animal bond of a young jeweler and the dog he adopted, readers are propelled down a path of adventure 
acquiring knowledge as precious as the gemstones for which many characters and animals are named. 
 
Visit www.LUKESSTORY.COM for information on individual book summaries. 
Follow LUKE’S FACE BOOK page for upcoming Events, New Book Releases, and Book Signings. 
 
PRE-SALE price per book $11.00 (includes tax) *AFTER THE AUTHOR VISIT, books can only be purchased ON-LINE for $12.00 PLUS 
TAX and SHIPPING ($18.91) not autographed. All books are illustrated in color and range from 2500-3500 words. Books designed & 
written for all readers. 
 
_________$11.00 LUKE’S STORY (non-fiction)  
_________$11.00 LUKE’S GOLD RUSH ADVENTURE  
_________$11.00 LUKE’S ORIENT EXPRESS JOURNEY  
_________$11.00 LUKE’S SHIPWRECK TREASURE VOYAGE  
_________$11.00 LUKE’S RAINFOREST EXPLORATION 
_________$11.00 LUKE’S AFRICAN SAFARI 
_________$11.00 LUKE’S EVERGLADES EXCURSION 
 
TOTAL: $ _____________ 

http://www.lukesstory.com/

